
 

A plugin for Adobe's After Effects, keyframe animation (also called pose to pose) is a relatively simple animation technique. It
can be performed by animating "keyframes." Each set of keyframes in the animation represents one frame in the film. The first
set of frames are traditionally called "pose to pose" - this sets up what will happen in the scene without showing any action. The
second set of frames are typically referred to as "in between" or "interpolated," which show the action taking place over time
between poses. Many animators use either keyframe animation or pose to pose techniques for their animations. Some choose to
combine the two methods to create complex animations that utilize both interpolation and keyframes. This combination is
commonly referred to as tween animation. This animation was achieved by animating "keyframes." The following video shows
the process of creating a walk cycle in keyframe animation using Adobe's After Effects. The video provides an in-depth
overview of how shape tweening works in After Effects, particularly when used with eases, which are shown in step 6 of the
video.

http://www.youtube. com/watch?v=1-jwsbf7Wq0 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_2BK5uoW4M&t=16m30s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpzDukl5gw4&feature=related Transitions are the cuts between scenes of a film, television
program, or video game. It can be hand-drawn or computer generated . 

https://archive.org/details/Animation_PoseToPosePaintTheoryTest1And2AkinoriTsutomu https://archive.
org/details/Keyframe_Animation http://photography-tutorials.wikispaces.com/Mecanim+Element Creation

https://www.adobe.com/products/aftereffects/effects/tweening http://photography-
tutorials.wikispaces.com/Tween+Animation+for+Photoshop

 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/15058281/how-to-create-a-keyframe-animation-in-affects#edit_tab,10,45
https://stackoverflow. com/questions/859303/how-to-automatically-animate-the-position-of-a-layer http://photography-
tutorials.wikispaces.com/Free+Keyframe+Animation+Tutorials

https://technode.wordpress.com/2014/01/29/photorealistic-animations_2996/#more--6 http://photography-
tutorials.wikispaces.com/Free+Keyframe+Animation+Tutorials
http://www.mythtv.org/wiki/MythVideo_HowToMakeAnAnimatedIntroScreen 15

https://technode.wordpress.

348eeb4e9f323 
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